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Measured Effects of Diacylglycerol on Structural and Elastic Properties
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ABSTRACT Diacylglycerol, a biological membrane second messenger, is a strong perturber of phospholipid planar bilayers.
It converts multibilayers to the reverse hexagonal phase (H,,), composed of highly curved monolayers. We have used x-ray
diffraction and osmotic stress of the H,, phase to measure structural dimensions, spontaneous curvature, and bending moduli
of dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) monolayers doped with increasing amounts of dioleoylglycerol (DOG). The
diameter of the H,, phase cylinders equilibrated in excess water decreases significantly with increasing DOG content.
Remarkably, however, all structural dimensions at any specific water/lipid ratio that is less than full hydration are insensitive
to DOG. By plotting structural parameters of the H,, phase with changing water content in a newly defined coordinate system,
we show that the elastic deformation of the lipid monolayers can be described as bending around a pivotal plane of constant
area. This dividing surface includes 30% of the lipid volume independent of the DOG content (polar heads and a small fraction
of hydrocarbon chains). As the mole fraction of DOG increases to 0.3, the radius of spontaneous curvature defined for the
pivotal surface decreases from 29 A to 19 A, and the bending modulus increases from -1 1 to 14 (+ 0.5) kT. We derive the
conversion factors and estimate the spontaneous curvatures and bending moduli for the neutral surface which, unlike the
pivotal plane parameters, are intrinsic properties that apply to other deformations and geometries. The spontaneous curvature
of the neutral surface differs from that of the pivotal plane by less than 10%, but the difference in the bending moduli is up
to 40%. Our estimate shows that the neutral surface bending modulus is -9kT and practically does not depend on the DOG
content.

INTRODUCTION

The production of diacylglycerols (DGs) in membranes
from the stimulus-induced activation of phospholipases
(Berridge, 1984) is part of a ubiquitous transmembrane
signaling system. DG results in the activation of protein
kinase C (Nishizuka, 1984) and of a variety of phospho-
lipases (Dawson et al., 1984). Its production is also tightly
correlated with the fusion of membranes in different sys-
tems (Allan and Michell, 1975; Wakelam, 1983; Whitaker
and Aitchison, 1985).
How does DG modify lipid-protein interactions in mem-

branes? And what is its role in the topological rearrange-
ments in membrane fusion? DG is a strongly hydrophobic
molecule that shows little interaction with water and per-
turbs phospholipid planar bilayers. As shown in NMR stud-
ies, DG modifies the conformation both of phospholipid
headgroups (Goldberg et al., 1995) and of phospholipid
hydrocarbon chain packing (Goldberg et al., 1994). It can
convert phospholipid multibilayers into nonbilayer struc-
tures, especially into the reverse hexagonal phase (HI,) (Das
and Rand, 1986), but also into cubic phases if cholesterol is
present (Nieva et al., 1995).
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We aim to define diacylglycerol's structural and mechan-
ical effects in phospholipids. We use x-ray diffraction and
osmotic stress of the HI, phase to measure DG's effect on
structural dimensions, spontaneous curvatures, and bending
moduli of dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine layers. This is
based on a new, more accurate recipe for data analysis. We
discuss ambiguities in definitions of spontaneous curvature
and of bending modulus that become important for highly
curved monolayers in the HI, phase. In the Appendix we
consider the two most common definitions, those based on
a pivotal plane and on a neutral surface of bending. We
derive a simple relationship between them that is applicable
to monolayer deformations associated with the HI, phase
hydration.

This paper is divided into two parts. In the main text we
follow recipes for data analysis, foregoing the details of
some theoretical issues. All rigorous definitions, deriva-
tions, and more complex issues are discussed in the Appen-
dix. We refer to them in the main text as needed.

MATERIALS, METHODS, AND ANALYSIS

Sample preparation and x-ray diffraction
Synthetic L-a-dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) and dioleoyl-
glycerol (DOG) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Birmingham,
AL) and used without further purification. The lipid was checked for
impurities by thin-layer chromatography and judged to be at least 98%
pure.

Structural dimensions of the HI, phases were measured at different
degrees of lipid hydration and with varying osmotic stress, as described by
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Rand and Fuller (1994) and Rand et al. (1990). Briefly, dry lipid was
prepared by mixing chloroform solutions of the individual lipid species,
drying first by rotary evaporation and finally under vacuum. Dry lipid was
then hydrated by weighing into small bottles, adding known weights of 2
mM N-tris-(hydroxymethyl) methyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (TES)
buffer (pH 7.4) or excess amounts of polyethylene glycol solutions of
known osmotic pressure H, and sealing and equilibrating the samples in the
dark at room temperature for 48 h. Before mounting, each sample was
combined with some powdered teflon as an x-ray calibration standard and
then sealed between mica windows 1 mm apart.

X-ray diffraction was used to characterize the structures formed by
the hydrated lipid. The CuKa, line (A = 1.540 A), from a Rigaku
rotating anode generator, was isolated with a bent quartz crystal mono-
chromator, and diffraction patterns were recorded photographically
using Guinier x-ray cameras operating in vacuo. Temperature was
controlled with thermoelectric elements to approximately ±0.5°C. All
samples formed hexagonal phases characterized by at least three x-ray
spacings bearing ratios to the dimension of the first order, dhex, of 1,
I/A:, I/ #, I/fl, I/ l, I/ i2, etc., yielding dhex with a measuring
error of ±0.1 A. Sample-to-sample variations in lattice dimensions, which
include all experimental errors, cover a maximum range of +0.5 A.

Structure analysis

H,, phases are two-dimensional hexagonal lattices formed by the axes of
indefinitely long and parallel regular prisms (Fig. 1). Water cores, centered

H-

zJJc.I

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the hexagonal phase structure showing
dimensions determined and used in the structural and energetic analysis.
X-ray diffraction gives dhex. Sample composition and component densities
give the volume fractions of water and lipid, both polar and hydrocarbon
portions. From those are derived the structural dimensions shown. Dimen-
sion changes are effected by osmotically or gravimetrically controlling
water content, as illustrated on the right. The Luzzati plane is one that
divides the lattice into two parts, one that contains all and only the lipid
volume, the other only the water volume, giving cylinder radius R,. The
radius of any other dividing surface within the cylindrical monolayer is
determined by the portion (V) of the total (VI) molecular lipid volume that
is included in it. For DOG/DOPE mixtures we use an effective volume that
includes DOPE and the mole fraction of DOG. The experimental results
show that there exists a pivotal surface at Rp that includes Vp, the area of
which does not change with water content. We use a neutral surface at Rn
that includes V,, to relate these measurements to intrinsic elastic properties
of the monolayer. We calculate equivalent bilayer and hydrocarbon chain
thickness in the interaxial (dl, dlhC) and interstitial (dn, dmhC) directions as

defined by Rand and Fuller (1994).

on the prism axes, are lined with the lipid polar groups, and the rest of the
lattice is filled with the hydrocarbon chains. Here the cross-sectional shape
of the water core prism within that lattice is assumed to be circular,
although it has been shown that that cross section can be distorted from
circularity (Turner and Gruner, 1992).

For a hexagonal phase of known composition, the measured lattice can
be divided into compartments, as shown in Fig. 1, each containing defined
volume fractions of the lipid and water. This volume average division
follows the method originally introduced by Luzzati (e.g., see Luzzati and
Husson, 1962) and depends only on a knowledge of the specific volumes
of the molecular components and on the assumption of their linear addition.
The specific volumes for lipid components of the lattice are given in
Table 1.

In particular, we separate the water and lipid compartments by intro-
ducing an idealized cylindrical interface that encloses a volume equal to the
volume of water in the H,1 phase (Fig. 1). We then use it for data analysis
as if all the water is inside and all the lipid is outside of this cylinder. We
refer to the surface of this cylinder as the Luzzati plane (in fact, this is the
definition for a Gibbs dividing surface of zero surface excess of water and
lipid; see Appendix).

The radius of the water cylinder, Rw, is related to the first-order Bragg
spacing in the hexagonal phase, dhex, and to the volume fraction of water
in the sample, 40, as follows:

(1)Rw = dhex
ITJ

The area per lipid molecule at the Luzzati plane is given by

2-wV
-(I- O)R '

where V, is the volume of a lipid molecule. These equations determine the
Luzzati plane parameters, using dhex, measured in the x-ray experiment,
and 40, calculated from the weight fraction of water in the samples using
specific molecular volumes given in Table 1.

Elastic energy of the hexagonal phase

In principle, the curvature and molecular areas at the Luzzati plane can be
used directly to characterize the elastic energy of monolayer deformation.
However, to simplify the analysis, the H,1 phase is usually described in
terms of curvature and molecular area on either of two other cylindrical
surfaces lying inside the lipid monolayer (Fig. 1): 1) a neutral surface of
bending where the bending and stretching (compression) deformations are

energetically uncoupled (Kozlov and Winterhalter, 1991a,b); 2) a pivotal

TABLE 1 Specffic volumes for different lipid components in
DOPE/DOG mixtures

Partial specific
Mol. wt. volume Volume (A3)

DOPE 744 1.00 1235
DOG 621 1.08 1116
DOPE polar group 269 0.699 312
DOG polar group 146 0.796 193
DOPE/DOG chains 475 1.17 923

The specific volumes of many phospholipids have been measured directly.
Here those of DOPE and water have both been taken as 1.00. The specific
volume of the DOG polar group was derived from glycerol density (Lide,
1994). The specific volume of melted hydrocarbon chains of the lipids was
derived as 1.17 cm3/g (see Rand and Parsegian, 1989, for a detailed
discussion of molecular densities). The polar groups are defined as includ-
ing all polar moieties, including the carbonyls at the polar group ends of the
attached fatty acid hydrocarbon chains.

(2)
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plane where the molecular area remains constant (Rand et al., 1990). Here
we analyze the experimental data using the pivotal plane, because its
position can be found from the data with much higher accuracy. For
comprehensive discussion including the related approximations, rigorous
definitions, existence criteria, and the relationship between the pivotal and
neutral plane parameters, see the Appendix.

By using the radius of curvature at the pivotal plane, Rp, the elastic free
energy, F, of the hexagonal phase (normalized per lipid molecule) can be
approximated by the energy of bending (Helfrich, 1973; Kirk et al., 1984),

1 1 \2
F- 2kcpApR-R- ) (3)

where k,P is the monolayer bending modulus, and AP and R0P are the
molecular area and the spontaneous radius of curvature at the pivotal plane.
The goal of the measurement is to find the position of the pivotal plane, the
spontaneous curvature, molecular area, and bending moduli for different
DOPE/DOG mixtures.

The recipe

The molecular area A and radius of curvature R at any cylindrical dividing
surface, separated by a volume V per lipid molecule from the Luzzati plane
(Fig. 1), are given by

A2=A +2V or A=AW 1+

(4)

R=pw-1+ w VI

These equations are based purely on geometry. They are valid for any
cylindrical dividing surface inside the monolayer, including the pivotal
plane.
We verify whether the system has a well-defined pivotal plane and

determine its location by plotting A 2 versus Aw/Rw. Indeed, rewriting Eq.
4 in the form

A2 =A2A=A' (6)

we find that if the plot is a straight line, the system has a dividing surface
of constant area, which is the pivotal plane. We determine its location (Vp,
the volume separating this plane and the Luzzati plane) and the molecular
area (AP) from the slope and the intercept of the plot.

From the value of VP we calculate the radii of curvature (RP) at the
pivotal plane by using Eq. 5. We use these radii and follow the previously
suggested recipe (Gruner et al., 1986; Rand et al., 1990) for determining
the elastic parameters of the lipid mixture from osmotic stress experiments.
Specifically, comparing the elastic energy given by Eq. 3 with the osmotic
work done by the osmotic stress (HI), we find the following relationship:

R 2kcP(R Rop) (7)

The plot of (HlR2) versus (l/RP) gives, simultaneously from the slope and
the intercept, the monolayer bending modulus (kcP) and the spontaneous
curvature (I/ROP) (Gruner et al., 1986; Rand et al., 1990).
We note in particular that linearity of the diagnostic A 2 versus A,IR,

plot should not be taken for granted. For large changes in curvature, the
plot may be nonlinear, and a pivotal plane associated with a certain fixed
place inside the monolayer may not exist. Strictly speaking, under most
circumstances this would be the expected behavior (see Appendix). How-
ever, despite large changes in curvature, this plot is linear for all DOPE/
DOG mixtures we use in this work, so that the fixed pivotal plane does
exist. For the sake of simplicity, in the main text of the paper we just deal
with the properties of this pivotal plane without concerning ourselves with
the question of why it exists. In the Appendix we discuss the latter issue,
which we believe is nontrivial and very important.

RESULTS

Gravimetric and osmotic stress data

Fig. 2 shows the measured hexagonal dimension, dhex, of
the gravimetrically prepared samples of DOPE and of four
different mixtures of DOPE and DOG. The final equilib-
rium dimension in excess water, the degree of swelling of
the hexagonal phase, clearly decreases with increasing
amounts of DOG. Remarkably, in less than excess water, for
each mixture, the dimension of the hexagonal lattice does
not change detectably with DOG content. Consequently, all
of the data of Fig. 2 a for less than excess water are pooled
into one least-squares fit line, as plotted in Fig. 2 b, to
determine the dependence of the volume fraction of water
(4w) on the hexagonal spacing (dhex), which is used for
analysis of the osmotic stress data. We use the intersection
of that line with the averaged maximum dimension of the
hexagonal phase to determine the water content of the

FIGURE 2 Experimental data relat-
ing the first-order x-ray spacing of the
lamellar phase, dhex, and the volume
fraction of water (4w) in the sample.
Increasing the mole ratio DOG/DOPE
results in lower fully hydrated lattice
dimensions, indicated by the horizontal
lines (a). This limiting dimension was
determined as described in the text.
The lattice dimension is remarkably in-
variant with changing DOG content for
all samples at less than full hydration
(b). The fitted 4Pw(dhex) solid line at less
than full hydration (a and b) is used
as a calibration to calculate fr from
measured dheX in osmotic stress
experiments.
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maximally swelled hexagonal phase of each mixture. Sev-
eral other structural parameters of the fully hydrated lipids
are collected in Table 2.
The lattice dimensions of osmotically stressed hexagonal

phases of DOPE and five different mixtures of DOPE and
DOG are shown in Fig. 3. As DOG content increases, the
lattices start from ever smaller sizes. As they are osmoti-
cally shrunk they appear to converge at high pressures, or
small water content. The composition of each of these
phases (4w) is determined from the 4w(dhex) dependence
(Fig. 2 b) obtained by fitting the gravimetric data. The
radius of curvature and the molecular area at the Luzzati
plane (Rw, Aj) are determined from Eqs. 1 and 2.

Data analysis

To standardize the analysis of DOPE/DOG mixtures, we

introduce the notion of an effective molecule that is DOPE
+ xDOG, where x < 1 is the molar ratio of DOG to DOPE
in the sample. The volume of theeffective molecule is

VI = VDOPE + XVDOG, (8)

where VDOPE and VDOG are the molecular volumes of the
two components. Then all of the recipes and equations
provided in Materials, Methods, and Analysis for single-
component monolayers can be used without any modifica-
tion, except that all molecular parameters like molecular
area and volume now refer to the effective molecule.
We use normalized areas (A/V,) and volumes (V/V1) for

the diagnostic A 2 versus Aw/R, plot. Then Eq. 6 can be
rewritten in the following form:

A" A_ Vp Aw

V V2V V R W(9)V2 VI VI VjRw-
Because AW/V1 depends only on dhex and 4w, as defined by
Eq. 2, and because the relationship between dheX and 4w is
independent of the DOG concentration (Fig. 2 b), the (A,/
V1)2 versus Aw/V1Rw plot must be independent of the DOG
concentration.
The (Aw/V1)2 versus Aw/VIRW plots for DOPE and all

DOPE/DOG mixtures are pooled in Fig. 4. Linearity of the
plots indicates that each mixture has a well-defined pivotal

FIGURE 3 Expefimental data relating the osmotic pressure, H, of the
equilibrating solutions and the resulting lattice dimension dhex. With in-
creasing mole ratio DOG/DOPE, the lattices start from ever decreasing
lattice dimension at low pressures but converge toward the higher
pressures.

plane. The relative position of the pivotal plane (V,JV,) is
independent of the DOPE/DOG ratio in the mixture. This is
a direct consequence of the fact that in less than excess

water the hexagonal dimension for any of the mixtures
depends only on the water content, but not on the DOG
concentration.
We use a common linear fit of all DOPE/DOG mixtures,

as shown in the Fig. 4, to determine the molecular area at
the pivotal plane from the intercept (Ap/V, 0.0525 A-1)
and the volume from the slope (Vp/V- 0.303) of the plot.

Because these values are independent of DOG concentra-
tion, the area per effective molecule at the pivotal plane (Ap)
and the polar volume separating the Luzzati and pivotal
planes (Vp) increase linearly with the molar ratio x of DOG
to DOPE,

XAP (VDOPE + XVDOG), (10)

V = VDOPE + XVDOG =0.303(VDOPE + XVDoG)- (1 1)

Both DOPE and DOG contribute constant molecular areas

and volumes, A 65 A2. ADOG 59 A2 :OPE 375
p p p

TABLE 2 Structural dimensions derived for the fully hydrated hexagonal phases of various DOPE/DOG mixtures

DOG/DOPE dhex VI VI' R di dm dlhc dmhc A, At A2hct
mol ratio (A) (A3) (A3) (A) (A) (A) (A) (A) (A2) (A2) (A2)

0 63.8 1235 524 17.5 21.1 31.5 42.9 20.4 31.8 49.6 95.4 95.4
0.116 58.1 1364 460 15.3 17.7 31.7 42.1 20.6 31.0 52.0 108.7 97.5
0.173 55.7 1428 430 14.3 16.2 31.8 41.8 20.7 30.6 52.9 115.6 98.5
0.208 54.7 1466 419 14.0 15.6 31.9 41.7 20.7 30.5 53.6 119.4 98.9
0.348 50.5 1624 362 12.1 13.1 32.1 41.2 20.9 29.9 55.4 136.3 101.i

Here dhex is the average first-order x-ray spacing, and VI is the volume of an effective lipid molecule defined by Eq. 8. V, and n, are the volumes and
numbers of water molecules per effective molecule. R, is the radius of the water cylinder. The d spacings are equivalent "bilayer" spacings as defined by
Rand and Fuller (1994) and shown in Fig. 1. A, is the area available per effective molecule on the Luzzati surface. A, and A2hct are the areas available,
per effective molecule and per two hydrocarbons chains respectively, on the surface of the parallel prisms forming the hexagonal packing, a surface
effectively populated by the ends of the hydrocarbon chains.
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DOPE:DOG ratio
'E 1:0
O 8.65:1
V 5.77:1
A 4.82:1
L0 2.87:1

_ _ |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

defined by Eq. 7. (Within the experimental error, the mea-
surement of the spontaneous curvature from extrapolation
of the osmotic stress results gives the same value as the
direct but less accurate estimate from structural parameters
of the HII phase in excess water. The latter is more prone to
experimental error, as indicated by the larger scatter of the
data. This is most likely due to some residual stress (osmot-
ic, packing, etc.) or to minor impurities in the lipid.)
The spontaneous curvature I/ROP, plotted in Fig. 6, is a

linear function of the DOG molar fraction [mDOG = x/(I +
x)]:

=(1 - MDOG) RDOPE + MDOG DOG )Rop Rop ROP4

IA,,I(VRx,)1 1( 13 cm -2

FIGURE 4 Diagnostic plots, as described in Eqs. 6 and 9, relating
molecular area at the Luzzati plane A, with the radius of the water cylinder
R,. When the area is normalized by the volume of an effective molecule
(V,) as described in the text, no systematic variation can be seen with the
mole ratio DOG/DOPE. The results were pooled to yield the plotted linear
least-squares fit. The slope of this plot (2Vp/V,) defines the fraction of
molecular lipid volume included inside the pivotal surface.

V--G 338 A2, all of which are independent of the

DOG concentration.
Having determined the value of Vp/V1 from the gravimet-

ric experiments, we use Eq. 5 with R, and Vp to calculate
the radii of curvature at the pivotal plane, Rp, for the
osmotic stress experiments. Then following Eq. 7, Fig. 5

shows the HR2 versus 1/Rp plots for DOPE and five differ-
ent mixtures of DOPE and DOG, where H is the osmotic
pressure of the equilibrating solution. From the intercepts at

Hl = 0 and the slopes of the plots we find the radii of
spontaneous curvature (Rop) and the bending moduli (kcp) as

2.0 r

Apparent specific radii of curvature for each of the compo-
nents are RDOPE 28.5 A and RDOG 11.5 A. The

dependence of the bending modulus (kcp) on DOG concen-

tration is shown in Fig. 7.

DISCUSSION

Experimental observations

In previous work (Rand and Fuller, 1994) we compiled a

variety of structural dimensions of the DOPE hexagonal
phase as shown in Fig. 1, and observed how they change
both with water content and during the hexagonal-lamellar
transition. Table 2 lists these several dimensions, at full
hydration, and as they are affected by replacing DOPE with
DOG. Remarkably, such replacement results in changes in

lattice dimension and structural parameters identical to

0.06 r
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1.5 F

1.0 L

(1.5
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0.

0).03 (0.04 0.05 0.06

I IR 1 , A

FIGURE 5 "Traditional" (Gruner et al., 1986; Rand et al., 1990) plot to

determine, from the stressing pressure H and radius at the pivotal plane Rp,
the intrinsic radius of curvature Rop and bending modulus kcp for hexagonal
phase monolayers of increasing mole ratio DOG/DOPE.

I

I *0 pivotal plane, measured
I neutral Wlane, estimated

i

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4.0

Mole fraction DOG (mDOG) %

FIGURE 6 Plot of the spontaneous curvature, IIRO, as it varies with
increasing mole ratio DOG/DOPE. *, Values determined at the pivotal
plane. The bars illustrate the estimated range for the spontaneous curvature
at the neutral surface obtained by solving Eqs. 13-15, with K = 100-150
dyn/cm (see Discussion). The large increase in spontaneous curvature with
DOG content, although accurately measured only at the pivotal plane,
likely applies to other geometries and deformations, like planar mem-

branes, because the estimated change at the neutral surface is very similar.
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0
agreement between data sets for the pivotal plane position,

* the spontaneous curvature, and the bending modulus.

12 p

0

10 F

8
0.0

* pivotal plane,
wmeasured

I neutral plane,
estimated

I

0.1

III
0.2 0.3 0.4

Mole fraction DOG (mDOG)

FIGURE 7 Plot of the bending modulus k, in kT units (- 4.1 X 10-14
erg at 25°C), as it varies with increasing mole ratio DOG/DOPE. The
values at the pivotal (measured) and neutral (estimated) surfaces are shown
by solid circles and bars, correspondingly (see previous figure and Dis-
cussion). Unlike spontaneous curvature, the measured increase in pivotal
plane bending modulus with DOG content cannot be easily extended to
other surfaces and deformations and geometries. Specifically, the estimated
bending modulus at the neutral surface remains approximately constant at
-9kT.

those produced by dehydrating pure DOPE to the same

lattice dimension. The hexagonal phase dimension (dhex) at
lower than full hydration depends only on the water con-

centration and does not depend on the DOPE/DOG ratio in
the mixture (Fig. 2-b).
One is provoked to examine the structural changes that

occur with increasing DOG content and to think of mechan-
ical models of the mixed monolayer that would predict this
puzzling behavior. We can now restate this problem using
the language of elastic deformations. Then the question is,
why is the pivotal plane position (Vp/VI) independent of the
DOPE/DOG ratio?

Data analysis

The new diagnostic A 2 versus AIRW plot is exquisitely
sensitive to the form of the experimental data. Applied to
the previous measurements for pure DOPE (Rand et al.,
1990), that plot is nonlinear and bends upward instead of
bending downward, suggesting that a unique pivotal plane
does not exist, and that the approximations of the linear
elastic theory (see Appendix) cannot be used for the full set
of the older data. However, whereas the osmotic stress data
for pure DOPE collected now and before are completely
consistent, there is a detectable difference in the gravimetric
data, but only close to the full hydration of the lipid, a

region most sensitive to experimental control. We do not
know the exact source of this discrepancy, but, for example,
as little as 1-2% charged lipid could account for it (Lerche
et al., 1992). Using the full set of osmotic stress data and the
less hydrated older gravimetric data, we now get complete

Interpretation of the results

Deformation of a highly curved lipid monolayer can be
described by molecular areas and curvatures at either piv-
otal or neutral planes (Fig. 1), the two most commonly used
dividing surfaces (for rigorous definitions see the Appen-
dix). In the tradition of the previous measurements of the HII
phase (Rand et al., 1990), we determine the spontaneous
curvatures and the bending moduli for the pivotal plane.
Even though it works remarkably well, this approach has a

serious limitation. The position of the pivotal plane depends
on the relationship between area compressibility and bend-
ing of the monolayer.

Indeed, for pure changes in area, the pivotal plane does
not exist. One may speak of a pivotal plane located at
infinite separation from the monolayer. With increasing
energetic contribution from bending relative to stretching
deformation, the pivotal plane gradually moves toward and
into the monolayer until it coincides with the neutral sur-

face. The deformation with coinciding neutral and pivotal
surfaces is usually defined as a pure bending deformation.

Hydration of the HI, phase is a specific deformation with
specific ratio between the bending and stretching. For small
changes in curvature we can find a unique position of the
pivotal plane, as demonstrated in the Appendix. However,
this position as well as the pivotal plane elastic constants are

specific to the osmotic and gravimetric hydration of the HII
phase. For example, most often bending elasticity is mea-

sured for lipid bilayers. For bending deformation of sym-
metrical bilayers in the absence of bilayer stretching and
when the monolayers can freely slide along each other, the
pivotal plane coincides with the neutral surface. This is not the
case for the HI, phase hydration when the neutral and pivotal
surfaces are different and have significantly different bending
moduli, as shown in the Appendix and discussed below.

Unlike the pivotal plane, the position of the neutral sur-
face does not depend on the deformation or the experimen-
tal technique (Kozlov and Winterhalter, 1991b). Further-
more, the spontaneous curvature and bending modulus
defined for the neutral plane are unique, intrinsic properties
of the lipid (for more detail see the Appendix). However, it
is much more difficult to deter-iiine the position of the
neutral plane in the HII phase. This cannot be done with
enough accuracy using the available data. To determine the
spontaneous curvature and bending modulus defined for the
neutral plane, we use the relationships between the elastic
parameters at the pivotal and neutral planes that are derived
in the Appendix for small deformations.
The radius of spontaneous curvature at the pivotal plane,

Rop, is related to the radius of spontaneous curvature at the
neutral plane, ROn, by (see Appendix)

/1 +
ROP = Ron I - 'y} (13)

14 r-
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where

(14)
kcn

ly=cKR"DAlOn

K is the lateral compressibility modulus of the monolayer
and kcn is the bending modulus defined for the neutral plane.
The bending moduli at the neutral (kcd) and at the pivotal
(kcp) planes are related by (see Appendix)

(1 + y)3/2
P (1- Y)52 k (15)

If the value of K were measured independently, we could
solve these equations and find R0n and kcn from the mea-
sured Rop and kcp Because at the present moment the values
of K for DOPE/DOG mixtures are unavailable, we can only
estimate the neutral plane elastic parameters.

Using K 100-150 dyn/cm (Evans and Needham, 1987)
and the measured values of Rop and kcp, we solve Eqs.
13-15 for -y, ROn, and kcn. This estimate shows that y
increases from -0.03-0.05 in pure DOPE to -0.08-0.1 with
the addition of 30% DOG. The increase in y is due to the
decrease in the radius of spontaneous curvature (Fig. 6).
Because y is a small parameter, we can use simpler rela-
tionships between the spontaneous curvatures and the bend-
ing moduli:

Rop -(1 + y)R0n, kcp (1 + 4Y)kcn (16)

The difference in spontaneous curvatures between the piv-
otal and neutral planes is only -3-10% (depending on the
DOG concentration). This difference is small compared to
the variation in the spontaneous curvature with the DOPE/
DOG ratio. The increase in the spontaneous curvature with
DOG content observed here for the pivotal plane, therefore,
is also valid for the neutral plane, as shown in Fig. 6. The
observed linear change in the spontaneous curvature is
consistent with the model of a composite lipid monolayer
(Kozlov and Helfrich, 1992) as a simple mixture of com-
ponents that contribute in proportion to their molar fraction.

The estimated difference between the neutral and pivotal
plane bending moduli is not small. It increases from -15%
in pure DOPE to -40% in the 2.13:1 DOPE/DOG mixture.
The bending modulus defined for the neutral plane remains
approximately constant (-9kT) independent of the DOG
concentration (Fig. 7). Keeping in mind that our estimates
have some uncertainty due to the unknown lateral rigidity
modulus K for DOPE/DOG mixtures, we can only speculate
that the neutral surface bending modulus does not change
appreciably with DOG. Currently we have no explanation
for this puzzling result. However, accepting as given that
the monolayer resistance to pure bending remains constant,
we can trace back the source of the observed increase in the
pivotal plane bending modulus with higher DOG content.
Indeed, as the spontaneous curvature increases, the pivotal
plane moves away from the neutral surface. Dehydration of
the HI, phase (bending around the pivotal plane) then re-
quires stronger compression deformation of the neutral sur-

face (in addition to bending) and, as a result, more energy
(for more detail see the Appendix).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

DOG is a biologically regulated second messenger that both
sensitively affects lipid-protein interactions in membranes
and is correlated with the topological changes associated
with membrane and bilayer fusion. As a lipid that induces
the hexagonal phase, it satisfies those several long-standing
speculations concerning the role of hexagonal-prone lipids
in membranes. This work attempted to inform those spec-
ulations by measuring the specific effects that DOG induces
on the physical properties of phospholipid bilayers.
The intrinsic radius of monolayer curvature is signifi-

cantly reduced by DOG in the hexagonal phase, and we
conclude that it would also change, in a similar direction at
least, around DOG-containing sites in planar membranes.
This argues that such sites favor, or could induce, protein
conformations requiring high curvature.
The measurements also show that the bending modulus of

hexagonal phase monolayers, deformed by changing hydra-
tion and measured at the pivotal plane, increases with in-
creasing DOG content. However, an important lesson of the
analysis is that although this measurement represents a real
change in bending energy for the hexagonal phase, it was
not sufficiently accurate to judge whether the bending mod-
ulus changes with DOG content in other geometries and
other modes of deformation. We judge that the change if
any is small, but what is small for a protein is moot, and the
proteins are silent on the issue.

APPENDIX

In this appendix we analyze the deformations that result upon changing the
H,, phase hydration. We give rigorous definitions for the neutral and
pivotal planes, derive the relationships between the spontaneous curvatures
and bending moduli defined for these planes, analyze the diagnostic A 2
versus Aw/Rw plot, and discuss several other issues associated with the use
of these two dividing surfaces.

Gibbs dividing surfaces, the neutral surface

We use traditional definitions of Gibbs dividing surfaces. We start from the
lipid/water interface (Luzzati plane), which is a cylinder (Fig. 1) with zero
surface excess of material (water and lipid). Obviously, the Luzzati plane
lies somewhere in the region of the lipid polar heads. From the Luzzati
plane we define other dividing surfaces lying inside the lipid. We neglect
volume compressibility of lipid and water, and instead of constant amount
of material we speak of constant volume between the dividing surfaces. We
define a dividing surface as a cylinder that incorporates a constant volume
of lipid (per molecule), V, between this cylinder and the Luzzati plane.

At small deviations from the spontaneous state, the elastic energy per
lipid molecule at any of these cylindrical Gibbs dividing surfaces (includ-
ing the Luzzati plane) has the form (Kozlov and Winterhalter, 1991b)

F -AOERR( - )2 +EAR(A -AO)(R - L)

1 (A -A)2
+ 2 EAA A
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which is just a quadratic expansion of the free energy with respect to
deviation of the curvature, IIR, and area per lipid molecule, A, from their
spontaneous (intrinsic) values, IIRO and AO. The values of the elastic
moduli (ERR, EAR, and EAA) and the dimensions (R and A) depend on the
selection of the dividing surface. The dimensions for two different dividing
surfaces are related by Eqs. 4 and 5. General equations relating the elastic
moduli are given by Kozlov and Winterhalter (199lb).

It is most convenient to analyze deformation of the H,, phase using the
dimensions at the neutral surface. This is a special dividing surface where
the cross-coefficient EAR is exactly zero (Kozlov and Winterhalter, 1991b),
i.e., the elastic energy/molecule,

1( I i\2 1 (An -ARn)2
F,-.:: -Annkcnk Ro0 + 2K A0 (A.2)

is described by only two elastic moduli of bending (k,n) and stretching (K).
The position of the neutral surface is determined only by the mechanical
properties of the lipid and is independent of the deformation as long as the
elastic response remains linear.

Deformation of the neutral surface
upon hydration
The experimental techniques used in this work define a certain type of HI,
phase deformation. The dimensions of the HI, phase are regulated by the
amount of water per lipid, which is either fixed by gravimetric mixing or
controlled osmotically. Most of the following derivations are valid only for
this type of the deformation and are specific for the gravimetric and
osmotic measurements of the HI, phase hydration.

This deformation can be characterized by the relationship between the
molecular area An and the radius of curvature Rn of the neutral surface.
From simple geometrical considerations we find that An and Rn are related
by

RnA = 2Vn + 2VI
(Al

(A.3)

where 4P, is the volume fraction of water in the lipid/water mixture, V, is
the volume (per lipid molecule) between the Luzzati and neutral planes,
and VI is the molecular volume of the lipid. In thermodynamic equilibrium
the elastic energy of the H,, phase must be minimal with respect to An
variation at constant 0, i.e.,

( F(Rn- An)\
Va1An 0.S

aF(Rn, An) (aF(Rn- An) (aRn=
A0 + =R0 "AaAn t aRn A.,aAn=O(.4)

(A.4)

By solving Eqs. A.3 and A.4 together we can either express An an
functions of 4, or determine the relationship between An and Rn. It
from Eq. A.3 that

baRnA Rn
-8n, An.

Substituting Eq. A.5 into Eq. A.4, we find

An0 AonI( - 'YRO(Rn

second-order terms. Because a third-order term in Eq. A. 1 would contribute
to a second-order term in Eq. A.6, the latter must be omitted so that we do
not exceed the accuracy of the initial approximation.

The pivotal plane

In keeping with the tradition set by osmotic stress measurements of the HI,
phase (Rand et al., 1990), we define the pivotal plane as a cylindrical Gibbs
dividing surface associated with a specific place inside the lipid (so that Vp
does not change upon hydration) where the molecular area, AP, remains
constant. The pivotal plane always exists for small deformations near the
spontaneous state. Mathematically it can be defined as the plane where

aAR
aRn R.=o. 0.

(A.8)

From Eq. A.8 and Eq. A. 1 we find that the pivotal plane elastic energy is
the energy of bending,

1 1 1 2

F= Ak R Ro
2 p Cp RR (A.9)

To find the location of the pivotal plane (Vp), we make use of the fact that
the molecular areas at the neutral and pivotal planes are related by Eq. 4,
which is valid for any two dividing surfaces and can be rewritten in the
form

A2 = An2 + 2(Vp-Vn) Rn (A.10)

where VP is the volume between the Luzzati and pivotal planes and Vp-
V,, is the volume between the neutral and pivotal planes. Substituting this
and Eq. A.6 into Eq. A.8 and solving for Vp, we obtain

Vp = Vn + A0Ron, _ (A. I 1)

From Eqs. A.6, A.8, and A.11 and using the relation A0/RP = An/Rn, we

find the radius of spontaneous curvature and the molecular area at the
pivotal plane,

°P °(I+ Y1 (A.12)

and

Ap=A(On1 _Id R0 as
follows

(A.13)

In Eq. A. 13 we omit the second-order and higher order terms in the
curvature change so that we do not exceed the accuracy of the initial

(A.5) approximation, as in the derivation of Eq. A.6. For small deformations Ap
(A*5) is independent of the curvature.

To find the relationship between the bending moduli at the pivotal (kcp)
and neutral (kcn) planes we rewrite Eq. A.9 by substituting the area, radius
of curvature, and spontaneous radius of curvature at the neutral plane (AOn,
R., and ROn) instead of the area and radii at the pivotal plane (Ap, Rp, and

(A.6) ROP),
1 (1-y)552/11i 2

F=AAnkcp ( 12
-

Ron2 OnC(I + y~)l/ Rn R0n0,
On the other hand, substituting Eq. A.6 into Eq. A.2, we find

1 1 1 \2

F= Aonkcn(1 + -Y) nRon

(A.14)

Note that in Eq. A.6 we retained only the first-order terms in the curvature

change. This is because Eq. A. 1 is an expansion of the free energy up to the

where
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Comparing these two equations, we obtain

(1 + y)3/2
kcp ( i -k))52cn -

2.0

(A. 16)

Large curvature changes

Strictly speaking, the neutral and pivotal planes are well defined only for
small deformations within the limits of validity of the quadratic free energy
expansion (Eq. A. 1). In the experiment, however, the curvature changes by
up to a factor of 2. Still, the data can be described surprisingly well using
the pivotal plane approximation with linear elastic response. The following
is an attempt to explain possible reasons for this.

Consider the approximation of linear elastic response, Eq. A. 1, for large
curvature changes. In other words, instead of using Eq. A. I as a quadratic
expansion of the free energy that is valid for small deformations only, we
use it as the free energy for all deformations. Then we must retain all terms
in the calculation of the molecular areas. We cannot omit high-order terms
with respect to the curvature change, unlike what we have done above.

Then, instead of Eq. A.6, we find

= (1 + I1 -4 Ron(Ron Rn)-

(A.17)

and instead of Eq. A. 13 we get

A Ao I + -(1 - (Ron Rn)2)1 (A. 18)

where, for simplicity, we show only the first-order term with respect to y
(the expected value of y is y 0.1 or even smaller; see below and the
Discussion).

From Eq. A. 18 we see that the molecular area at the dividing surface
defined by Eq. A.5 changes. A true pivotal plane that incorporates constant
lipid volume and retains constant molecular area at large deformations does
not exist unless y = 0. Then why does the measured diagnostic A,j versus
A,IRw plot remain linear in the full range of the curvatures? The linearity
of this plot indicates that a well-defined pivotal plane (with constant
molecular area) exists.

The diagnostic plot

To answer this question, we compare the measured Aw versus AJ/R, plot
(Fig. 4) with the one calculated assuming the linear elastic response at large
curvature changes. Fig. 8 shows the calculated normalized (A /VI)2 versus
A,/V1Rw plot for different values of y. To calculate A, and Rw we use the
relations

A = A" -2V - and = (A.19)w n Rn Rw Rn'
where An(Rn) is given by Eq. A.17, Vn/V1 = 0.3, and R,n = 30 A.

At infinite stretching rigidity K of the monolayer (y->O) the plot is
linear. In this case the neutral surface does not change its area and becomes
the pivotal plane. This would be the simplest explanation for the data if it
did not contradict the existing knowledge. We estimate that the area change
at the neutral surface becomes negligible compared to the experimental
error at K > 500 dyn/cm. The estimate of K based on the values measured
(Evans and Needham, 1987) for a number of different phospholipid bilay-
ers is K 100-150 dyn/cm. In principle, the local lateral rigidity in the H,,
phase might be higher than the macroscopic rigidity measured in large
bilayer vesicles. Still, until this is experimentally demonstrated we have to
consider this explanation to be inconsistent.

Using more consistent values for K 100- 150 dyn/cm, we estimate Y
0.03-0.1 depending on the DOG concentration (see Discussion). The
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FIGURE 8 Theoretical plots for an idealized linear elastic response
showing the dependence of the linearity of diagnostic plot on y = ken/
KROnJ The plots were calculated from Eq. A.19 as described in the text.
assuming that Aon/V1 = 0.53, Vn/V1 = 0.3, and Ron = 30 A. With increasing
y the plots bend downward and become more nonlinear.

calculated diagnostic plot at y 0.03-0.1 (Fig. 8) is not a straight line; it
bends downward. However, if we compare the deviation with the experi-
mental error, it may be experimentally indistinguishable from a straight
line. In other words, even though the curvature change is large, the
experimental error may make the associated corrections invisible. With the
same accuracy as dictated by the data, we can still use the simple definition
of the pivotal plane and the simple relations between the spontaneous
curvatures and between the bending moduli at the pivotal and neutral
planes derived for the small deformations limit. We base our interpretation
of the experimental results on this assumption.

Note that we cannot exclude the possibility that the diagnostic plot
linearity at large curvature changes reflects a nonlinear elastic response of
the lipid. As we have already mentioned, the second-order and higher order
terms in An and AP with respect to the curvature variation are affected by
the third-order and higher order terms in the free energy expansion. In
principle, mutual compensations of the second-order and higher order
corrections to AP may create a well-defined pivotal plane. The elastic
response to bending relative to this plane may then only appear linear.
There is no experimental evidence, however, for this interpretation of the
DOPE/DOG data.

H,, phase-specific elasticity

As we have discussed, the pivotal plane position and elastic constants are
specific to a particular deformation. The elastic parameters we have mea-
sured are valid only for the osmotic or gravimetric dehydration of the H,,
phase. A more universal description would be based on a neutral surface of
bending. The neutral surface elastic constants are intrinsic mechanical
properties of lipid monolayers. They remain the same for any small
deformation. This difference between the neutral and pivotal surfaces is
well illustrated by the dependence of the bending rigidity on DOG con-
centration in DOG/DOPE mixtures, shown in Fig. 7. Whereas the intrinsic
bending rigidity is practically independent of the mixture composition, the
measured pivotal plane bending modulus increases with DOG. This is
because the osmotic (or gravimetric) dehydration of the H,, phase requires
stronger compression of the neutral surface at higher spontaneous curva-
ture. The compression/bending ratio, characterized by the parameter y.
increases quadratically with the spontaneous curvature.

Deformation-independent neutral surface elastic constants may still be
H,,-phase-specific because of H,,-phase-specific elastic forces like those
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associated with hexagonal interstices ("voids" in hexagonal lipid packing).
The elastic theory discussed here implicitly accounts for the interstices as
well as for all other H1,-phase-specific forces simply because Eq. A.1 is just
a quadratic expansion of the total free energy, which includes all of the
curvature-dependent contributions. Provided that the energy of the inter-
stices would be curvature dependent, they would contribute to the elastic
constants in Eq. A. 1. Then the position and elastic parameters of the neutral
surface would be H,,-phase-specific. Although this is a plausible scenario,
it is not supported by a model for the interstices suggested and justified by
Siegel (1993). When written in terms of Eq. A.1, this model gives a
curvature-independent energy of the interstices for small deviations from
the spontaneous curvature, so that the neutral surface retains its universal-
ity. We believe, though, that this issue should not be considered closed
until sufficient experimental evidence is found.

Even when not important for small deformations, the HI1-phase-specific
forces may become significant at large deformations associated with big
changes in the HI, phase structural parameters. For example, nonlinearity
of the elastic response associated with the interstices may be one of the
mutually compensating factors discussed above that ensure apparent lin-
earity of the diagnostic plot at large curvature changes. Again, in the
absence of experimental evidence this question remains open.
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